BRINGING JOY TO THE MIDDLE EAST
PARTNERING YOUR CHURCH WITH SAT-7
But there is another story being told. A story of faith strengthened, love shown and joy brought - not just to the few, but to millions across the region.

Consider this an invitation for your church to be part of this exciting story - to help write a new chapter, not just for the people of the Middle East, but for the people of your church too.

Want to know the potential of a partnership with SAT-7? It is richer and deeper than just ‘give and take’...
Your Church
Congregations, small groups, youth & children’s groups

Local Christians
Producers, presenters & viewer support teams

Bringing Joy

Middle East Viewers
People of different nationalities and backgrounds

Sat-7 Programmes
Powerful, faith-filled television broadcasts & digital media
Choose a people group to support (e.g. Arabic Children; Isolated Believers in Iran)

Commit to raising funds/giving to your chosen people group

Connect with producers & presenters in the region, through live events and pre-recorded programmes

Pray for your people group and the SAT-7 team on the ground

Witness transformed lives, captured through inspiring stories, presentations and resources for the whole church, small groups and young people

Visit one of our Middle East studios impacting your chosen people group
Choose a flagship media project to support (focused on impacting a specific people group)

Commit to raising funds/ giving to your chosen flagship media project

Connect with your chosen media project through live events and pre-recorded programmes for supporter churches

Pray for your media project, its viewers and the SAT-7 team on the ground

Witness transformed lives, captured through inspiring stories, presentations and resources for the whole church, small groups and young people
Across the Middle East, in millions of homes and a countless number of hands, there is a screen - a screen with the potential to strengthen faith, show God’s love and bring life-changing joy.

Since 1995, SAT-7 has been on the ground in the region, creating powerful, faith-filled television programmes and digital media that bring life-changing moments of joy to millions - often in the midst of conflict, poverty and persecution.
YOUR WINDOW INTO THE MIDDLE EAST

All churches who partner with SAT-7 have the opportunity to:

• Experience a more diverse and authentic Middle East
• Connect with local Christian presenters & producers of our flagship media projects
• Deepen an understanding of the cultures, faiths & people of the Middle East
• Expand your appreciation of the Christian faith and its historical, geographical roots
• Witness the impact of prayers & encouragements on everyday lives in the Middle East
Linking with SAT-7 is a great way for your church to widen its global horizons... giving you the prayer connections and information you need to become effectively and sensitively engaged in changing people’s lives in the Middle East.

Dr Hugh Osgood, President of Churches Together in England

I have found a deep joy and I know I owe this to the Lord who came to my aid through your programmes and the counselling I had with SAT-7 PARS. Praise God that I have you alongside me.

Mona, A woman living in Iran

Visit www.sat7uk.org today and start your journey of joy with Christians in the Middle East.
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